Visual tools are implemented to help users in defining how to generate Linked Data from raw data. This is possible thanks to mapping languages which enable detaching mapping rules from the implementation that executes them. However, no thorough research has been conducted so far on how to visualize such mapping rules, especially if they become large and require considering multiple heterogeneous raw data sources and transformed data values. In the past, we proposed the RMLEditor, a visual graph-based user interface, which allows users to easily create mapping rules for generating Linked Data from raw data. In this paper, we build on top of our existing work: we (i) specify a visual notation for graph visualizations used to represent mapping rules, (ii) introduce an approach for manipulating rules when large visualizations emerge, and (iii) propose an approach to uniformly visualize data fraction of raw data sources combined with an interactive interface for uniform data fraction transformations. We perform two additional comparative user studies. The first one compares the use of the visual notation to present mapping rules to the use of a mapping language directly, which reveals that the visual notation is preferred. The second one compares the use of the graph-based RMLEditor for creating mapping rules to the form-based RMLx Visual Editor, which reveals that graph-based visualizations are preferred to create mapping rules through the use of our proposed visual notation and uniform representation of heterogeneous data sources and data values.
Introduction
Nowadays Linked Data still stems from (semi-)structured formats. A few of the most well-known and larger Linked Data sets 2 [23] are: DBpedia dataset 3 [6] , with approximately 1.39 billion triples derived from Wikipedia 4 where the data is originally represented in the wikitext syntax; Linked Geo Data 5 [58] with approximately 1.38 billion triples derived from Open Street Map planet files loaded in multiple databases; UniProt [12] (UniProtKB, Uniref and UniParc), with approximately 45 billion triples across 3 datasets derived from the UniProt Knowledgebase 6 ; and Bio2rdf 7 [2] , with approximately 11 billion triples across 35 datasets.
Overall, Linked Data generation includes the following: (i) multiple heterogeneous raw data sources whose data values might need transformation, (ii) ontologies used to annotate the rdf terms [13] that are generated from the data fractions of the different data sources, (iii) actual mapping rules which define how data fractions are semantically annotated and used to generate rdf terms and triples, and (iv) generated Linked Data. 6 http://www.uniprot.org/help/uniprotkb 7 http://bio2rdf.org/ Several datasets are generated by tools that incorporate directly in their implementation how Linked Data is generated. This means when new or updated semantic annotations are needed, knowledge of Semantic Web technologies is required, as well as dedicated software development cycles for adjusting and extending the implementations.
To the contrary, mapping rules may also be defined, according to a specified mapping language syntax, such as r2rml [16] or rml [20] . Mapping languages define declaratively how terms are generated from corresponding raw data and annotated with ontology terms to form the desired Linked Data. This way, mapping rules are detached from the implementation that executes them. Nevertheless, knowledge of the underlying mapping language is required to define mapping rules, while manually editing and curating them requires a substantial amount of human effort [31] . Therefore, the creation of mapping rules still remains complicated.
To this end, a significant number of mapping editors were implemented to facilitate mapping rules creation and editing, such as Map-On [56] , the RMLEditor [31] , and the RMLx Visual Editor 8 . Only a few of them provide graph-based visualizations, although user evaluations suggest that such visualizations are suitable for supporting users to intuitively generate their desired Linked Data [31] .
Nevertheless, how such user interfaces should be designed is not thoroughly investigated so far: (i) a visual notation specification for mapping rules does not exist. Such a specification would provide a formal description for mapping rules and allows multiple tools to implement it, improving the accessibility for users across different tools; (ii) current mapping editors do not uniformly present multiple heterogeneous data sources. Therefore, creating mapping rules that define relationships between heterogeneous data sources is not always straightforward; (iii) data value transformations cannot be defined in current visualization-based mapping editors; (iv) scalability is not thoroughly addressed. Even if graph-based visualizations are used, large graphs cause difficulties to users when editing the corresponding mapping rules.
In this work, we present and extend our ongoing work towards a uniform graphical user interface (gui) to create and edit Linked Data mapping rules. Such a gui is implemented in the RMLEditor, which we presented in the past. The RMLEditor offers a graph-based interface for specifying mapping rules for raw data to generate Linked Data. Its target group of users have knowledge about both Linked Data and the domain of the data. The mapping rules creation and editing is based on graph visualizations, without requiring knowledge of the underlying mapping language. Our novel contributions include in particular:
(i) a rich graph-based visual notation for mapping rule visualization;
(ii) an approach for manipulating rules when large visualizations emerge;
(iii) an approach to uniformly visualize data fractions of data sources combined with an interactive interface for uniform data fraction transformations;
(iv) an implementation of these three contributions in the RMLEditor; and (v) additional evaluations to compare the use of -the visual notation to present mapping rules to the use of a mapping language directly, which reveals that the visual notation is preferred; and -the graph-based RMLEditor to create mapping rules to the form-based RMLx Visual Editor, which reveals that the RMLEditor is preferred to create mapping rules through its use of the visual notation and uniform representation of heterogeneous data sources and data values.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we elaborate on Linked Data, mapping rules, and rdf terms. In Section 3, we discuss related work. In Section 4, we introduce our research questions and hypotheses. We present in Section 5 our proposed visual notation for mapping rules, and in Section 6, the RMLEditor. In particular, we elaborate in Section 6.5 on the manipulation of large graphs in the RMLEditor, and in Section 6.6 on how the RMLEditor deals with heterogeneous data sources. In Section 7, we present the evaluations and the results both for the visual notation and the new version of the RMLEditor. In Section 8, we summarize this work's conclusions.
Preliminary
Linked Data refers to data whose meaning is explicitly defined, that is published on the Web in a machine-interpretable way, and that is linked to other external data sets [5] . Nowadays, RDF [13] is the prevalent framework to represent Linked Data. Most of the time, Linked Data originally stems from (semi-)structured formats (csv, xml, and so on). Their rdf representation is obtained by repetitively applying mapping rules according to an iteration pattern which specifies the extract of data that is considered during each iteration.
Mapping rules define correspondences between data in different schemas [24] . In the case of Linked Data generation, mapping rules define how rdf terms, i.e., iris, literals or blank nodes [13] , are generated from data fractions derived from one or more data sources which are annotated with ontologies. These rdf terms are used to form rdf triples.
With the term data fractions, we do not only mean raw data values as they are in the original data source, but also transformed data values that result from a raw data value after applying a function to process the original data values. Data value transformations are needed to support changes in the structure, representation or content of data, such as string transformations. For instance, when a data fraction contains a date in the format "DD-MM-YYYY", it might be needed to be transformed to the format "YYYY-MM-DD".
References to raw or transformed data fractions might be combined with constant values (templatevalued [16] ) or only constant data values (constantvalued [16] ) might be used to form the desired rdf terms. As such, a complete mapping rule includes (i) a reference to zero or more raw data fractions and (ii) one or more ontology terms. Therefore, when visualizing a mapping rule, its interrelation with the raw data as well as with its semantic annotation with an ontology term should be visualized when presented to and edited by users.
State of the Art
The creation and editing of mapping rules, as well as their visualization is closely related to Linked Data, ontologies, and query visualizations (Section 3.1), and is performed using different types of mapping editors (Section 3.2).
Interfaces for Semantic Web Visualizations
In this section, we elaborate on visualizations for different aspects of the Semantic Web: Linked Data, ontologies, and queries which become relevant. We discuss the characteristics of each aspect and their visualizations that are implemented in existing tools or formalized as a specification.
Linked Data Visualizations
As mapping rules resample how Linked Data will eventually be generated [31] , visualizations that are applicable for Linked Data would be expected to be applicable for mapping rules visualizations too.
Efforts to improve Linked Data accessibility, resulted in tools offering either (i) text-based presentations, or (ii) visualizations.
Dadzie and Rowe [15] conducted a survey on both approaches. They concluded that text-based solutions, such as Sig.ma [60] , (i) fail to provide an overview of the available information, and (ii) are only suitable for users with understanding of the underlying technologies, whereas lay users need additional support.
Visual presentations lead to approaches relying on network maps [35] , diagrams [35] , geographic maps [53] , timelines [53] , charts [3] , and graphs [27, 62, 19] . The latter was the default in the past according to Dadzie and Pietriga [14] , because (i) ontologies are often hierarchically structured and used to annotate Linked Data; (ii) rdf's data model is a directed labeled graph [13] ; and (iii) network analysis is one of the most common visualizationdriven tasks carried out within the field, to explore, e.g., collaborations and other interrelationships between researchers within research data, and social networks at large. However, they fail to provide meaningful visualizations when graphs become large, even when styled to better convey the resources' and properties' semantics [49] . Furthermore, exposing the data's graph structure is not always needed, because the model may be of little importance to users [14] . Therefore, current efforts are more focused on user interface components designed for different types of data, such as temporal and geographical data. Nonetheless, graph visualizations can still be used, but they are no longer the main component to be represented.
Regardless of the used visualization, research is being done to improve the support for large datasets. For example, Bikakis et al. [4] introduce a generic model for organizing, and analyzing numeric and temporal data in a multilevel fashion to deal with the challenges that come with the use of large datasets, such as information overload. The model is not tied to a specific visualization and, thus, it can be used with any of the aforementioned tools to improve the support for such datasets.
Ontology Visualizations
Ontology visualizations are also close to mapping rule visualizations. Mapping rules define the mod-eling, namely the conceptualization, of raw data as Linked Data, using ontologies. Thus, approaches applicable for ontology representation which visualize the schema could be adjusted for visualizing mapping rules too. To improve the ontology presentation and editing, a number of tools were developed. Such tools offer visualizations that represent ontology-specific elements. Only a limited number of efforts defined a specification for such visual notations that can be implemented by any other tool.
Tools. Graphs offer a natural way to depict the structure of ontological elements and relationships [40] . Therefore, graph-based visualizations are present in a high number of visualization tools for ontologies, such as GrOWL [36] , OWLViz [33] and KC-Viz [43] . In these cases, classes and datatypes are represented as nodes and properties as edges. However, when similar graphical notations are used for different ontological elements it is difficult for users to distinguish them.
Furthermore, a number of graph-based visualizations are focused on a single task, e.g., providing insights regarding the class hierarchy, and neglect other aspects of ontologies, including the properties and datatypes. This makes them less suitable for other tasks [40] , such as gaining insights in the relationships between the classes via the different properties. When visualizing large ontologies the graphs might become too large for users to cope with. Different approaches, applied by several tools [43, 38, 34] , were developed to tackle this challenge: (i) showing detailed information only on demand, i.e., selecting a specific node results in displaying more detailed information about that node; (ii) displaying the parts of the graphs that are selected by a given filter; (iii) zooming in and out on the graphs, enabling them to gain more information about a specific region of interest of the graph.
So far, ontology visualizations were focused on presenting the ontologies. Nevertheless, more and more tools are built to facilitate editing of ontologies [45, 11] , as ontologies are subject to change. This leads to the development of visualization plugins that show the (updated) ontology inside the tool [39] . However, such an approach disconnects the visualization of the ontology from its editing and requires users to understand both the visualization and the interface used to perform the updates. This is overcome when graph-based visualizations allow users to update the nodes and edges [36, 57] . The updates will result in the corresponding changes in the ontology. TurtleEditor [57] , for instance, uses both methods: text editor and visualization to present and update the ontology, leaving the choice to the users.
Specifications for Visual Notations for Ontologies.
In most cases, tools create a new stand-alone visualization to present the ontology [43, 34] . However, when users switch between tools they need to learn a new visualization to work with the new tool. Recent efforts result in the creation of specifications for visual notations. They provide a formal description of the visual elements used to convey the required information to users. These specifications are independent of the tools that implement them, and, thus, can be applied by multiple tools. The latter allows to improve the user's ability to switch between these tools as they provide the same predefined visualization [25] . The most significant specifications are Graffoo [25] and vowl [40] .
The Graphical Framework For OWL Ontologies (Graffoo) [25] defines a graph-based visual notation for ontologies. Classes are represented with yellow rectangles and datatypes with green parallelograms. The properties are represented with lines connecting the rectangles or parallelograms, and have different colors depending on the property's type, i.e., object and datatype property. Graffoo is implemented in yEd 9 , a diagram editor. However, it does not propose an intuitive ontology visualization that is immediately understandable to casual users due to its diagrammatic approaches [40] .
The Visual Notation for owl Ontologies
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(vowl) defines a visual language for user-oriented representation of ontologies and provides graphical depictions for elements of the Web Ontology Language (owl) [40] . The initial specification of vowl [44] focused on the visualization of ontology elements (i.e., classes, properties, and datatypes), together with the dataset's instances, the so-called TBox and ABox in Description Logic, respectively. However, based on their user study, they concluded that even when visualizing only a few instances, providing additional information already leads to difficulties for understanding the visualization. Therefore, vowl 2 focuses on visualizing only the TBox. It relies on directed graphs to visualize ontologies, and is implemented in WebVOWL [38] , a web application. Classes are represented by blue, 9 http://www.yworks.com/products/yed 10 http://purl.org/vowl/spec/ circular nodes, and datatypes by yellow, rectangular nodes. Links are used to visualize how classes are related to other classes or datatypes through properties. Graphical elements are added to links between classes to represent characteristics, such as disjoint and union, while the use of colors helps identifying the different elements.
Query Visualizations
Query visualizations aim to hide the query language to end users, whereas mapping rule visualizations aim to hide the mapping language. Thus, approaches applicable for query representation could be adjusted for visualizing mapping rules.
Query formulation is important for the retrieval of information available as Linked Data. sparql [50] is the standard query language for Linked Data described using the rdf framework. However, besides users from the Semantic Web community, lay users and domain experts from different areas, i.e., users without knowledge about this language, need support to define valid queries that provide the desired results [26] . Tools, such as NITELIGHT [52] , RDF-GL [32] , and FedViz [22] , were developed to make it easier to work with a query language by removing the burden of dealing with the language's syntax. They apply graphbased visualizations to represent the data's underlying rdf structure. However, knowledge about sparql is still required, which makes them less usable for lay users, with exception of FedViz. This tool allows to browse Linked Data through a graphbased visualization (see Section 3.1.1). Once the users have found the desired data, FedViz generate the corresponding sparql query.
Nonetheless, visually spotting the difference between different aspects of a query or Linked Data is difficult as the same graphical notation is used to denote different aspects. queryvowl [26] addresses this ambiguity. It is a specification for a visual notation for queries that uses graph visualizations, as it is based on vowl. queryvowl specifies a visual query language, with the goal to be accessible for lay users while still preserving most of sparql's expressiveness. Referents are represented as circular nodes and literal values as rectangular nodes. A referent's class is added inside the node as text. The same is done for the datatype of a literal value. Links represent the relationships between nodes, using properties. Different colors are used to make distinction between classes, instances, and literals.
Icons represent the update actions to the queries, such as add and delete.
As queries can become large, it is required to support large graphs. Similar to ontology visualizations, different approaches were proposed to tackle the corresponding challenges. For example, details are presented on-demand when users click on a part of the query [26] , specific details are shown by applying filters on the query's results [26] , or users can zoom in on specific parts of the query through the corresponding buttons [52] .
Specific tools are also developed for specific cases, such as SPEX [53] for spatial and temporal data. Their goal is to provide users with a gui to explore the data and, subsequently, to help with query construction. Scheider et al. [53] introduced design principles to achieve this goal, such as the use of the results' feedback into the construction and the automatically handling of space and time data. SPEX, which follows these principles, includes also a graph-based visualization, similar to the aforementioned tools. However, these tools do not follow the design principles making them less usable than SPEX.
Mapping Editors
Research efforts to facilitate the mapping rule creation and editing to generate Linked Data resulted in the development of two types of graphical user interface (gui) tools: (i) step-by-step wizards and (ii) visualization tools.
In the past, step-by-step wizards prevailed as an easy-to-reach solution, such as the fluidOps editor [54] . However, such applications restrict data publishers' editing options, hamper altering parameters in previous steps, and detach mapping definitions from the overall knowledge modeling, since related information is separated in different steps. These tools circumvent dealing with the underlying mapping languages' syntax, but users are still required to have knowledge of the language's terminology, limiting thus the support for users who do not have this knowledge.
More recent tools incorporate graph-based visualizations to present mappings. A limited number of them also apply these visualizations to edit the mapping rules, such as Map-On [56] and the RMLEditor [31] . We distinguish three prevalent approaches for mapping rule visualizations: (i) visualizing mapping rules as Linked Data; (ii) separate graph visualizations for the raw data and on-tology; (iii) single graph visualization for both raw data and ontologies.
The first approach is applied by the RMLx Visual Editor 11 . It visualizes mapping rules by using graphs as if the rules are Linked Data, aiming to present them to the users rather than editing them. This is possible when the mappings are defined in rdf syntax, which is the case for r2rml and rml, while editing is still performed relying on a step-bystep wizard. Consequently, users (i) need to understand the mapping language's terminology to correctly interpret these graph visualizations; (ii) can only view and not edit the graphs, so mappings can only be edited using forms; (iii) need to 'imagine' how the triples will look like as the visualization does not communicate how the mapping rules result in the corresponding rdf triples.
The second approach is applied by Map-On. Two graphs are created: one that represents the raw data structure and one that represents the target ontology which is predefined and cannot be adjusted after being loaded. Mapping rules are created by aligning the two graphs, i.e., aligning the data fractions with the corresponding ontology elements. The two graphs are distinguished from each other using different colors. However, by visualizing both the raw data and ontology in the same visualization, the graphs quickly become cluttered and which aggravates when both of them are large.
The third approach is applied by the RMLEditor. The visualization aims to represent the rdf triples that the mapping rules generate. The nodes represent how rdf terms of subjects and objects are generated, while the edges represent the predicates' rdf terms. More details regarding the RMLEditor are available in Section 6.
Problem Statement
Based on the aforementioned, we notice that graph-based visualizations is the dominant approach when tools present Linked Data, ontologies, and queries to users, while these visualizations also have revealed benefits for visualizing mapping rules. Linked Data and ontology visualizations mainly aim to present to the users, whereas queries require the users to actively interact with and shape the visualized object, as it also occurs with mapping 11 http://pebbie.org/mashup/rml rules editing. Moreover, so far, Semantic Web related visualizations present only one of the components involved in Linked Data generation, namely either Linked Data or ontologies, which do not require to interrelate multiple components. However, the mapping rule definition involves the interrelation of the different involved components.
A number of open issues remain regarding mapping rules visualization and editing: (i) the definition of a visual notation specification for graphbased visualizations of mapping rules, (ii) scalability issues when large graphs emerge, (iii) uniform representation for heterogeneous data sources, and (iv) data values transformation integration with the presentation of these data sources. More details are presented in Section 4.1, followed by our research questions and hypotheses in Section 4.2.
Open Issues
Specification. The development of a visual notation specification increases the visualization's adoption by other tools. Current research efforts and mapping editors neither specify nor implement such a specification. This impedes the users accessibility.
Scalability. Dealing with large graphs is an important challenge for graph-based visualizations. The same occurs when mapping rules are edited by using graphs. However, none of the existing tools tackle this challenge, besides barely applying zooming. The latter is not always sufficient as for users it is not always straightforward to know on which part of the graph they need to zoom in.
Heterogeneity. Linked Data might originally stem from multiple data sources with heterogeneous data formats. Therefore, mapping rules and their corresponding visualizations need to support these data sources. Most existing tools support neither multiple nor heterogeneous data sources. The RMLEditor and the RMLx Visual Editor are the only ones that support multiple heterogeneous data sources. The latter does not show the raw data, while the former does. Nevertheless, even only showing the raw data makes it difficult to derive the data model and especially its data fractions.
Data Transformations. Although, transformations are required when raw data values are desired to be altered to generate rdf terms, only the RMLx Visual Editor provides this functionality. In other cases, they are often implemented as custom solutions, or addressed by dedicated applications, thus the range of possible transformations is limited, and cannot be visualized uniformly to the users.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Given these open issues, we define the following two research questions:
Q1 How can we design graph-based visualizations that improve the cognitive effectiveness of mapping rules visual representations when generating Linked Data?
Q2 How can we visualize the components of a Linked Data generation process -that is based on legacy non-rdf and (semi-)structured data sources -to improve its cognitive effectiveness?
This question has two sub-questions:
-How to deal with large mapping rules graphs?
-How to uniformly visualize heterogeneous data fractions and their transformations?
Note that cognitive effectiveness is defined as the speed, ease, and accuracy with which a representation can be processed by the human mind [37] .
To address Q1, we introduce a visual notation for mapping rules called mapvowl (see Section 5) . To address Q2 and its sub-questions, we introduce an approach to deal with heterogeneous data sources and data values (see Section 6.6) and an approach to improve the understanding of large graph-based visualizations (see Section 6.5). These approaches are implemented in the RMLEditor. Furthermore, these questions lead to two corresponding hypotheses which are validated through two comparative user studies (see Section 7):
H1 mapvowl improves the cognitive effectiveness of the mapping rules graph-based visual representation to generate the Linked Data compared to using a mapping language directly.
H2
The cognitive effectiveness provided by the RMLEditor's gui improves the user's performance during the Linked Data generation process -that is based on legacy non-rdf and (semi-)structured data sources -compared to the state of the art.
Visual Notation for Mapping Rules
In the past, we showed that graph-based visualizations are applicable for presenting mapping rules [31] . It was also confirmed to be an intuitive way to represent the structure of ontologies in a comparative evaluation [40] . So, we rely on graph-based ontology visualizations and we investigated how to apply their approaches on corresponding graph-based mapping rule visualizations. Therefore, we based the specification for a mapping rule visualization on vowl, leading to mapvowl.
Requirements
The notation needs to support rules visualization that generate triples which, on their own turn, conform with the rdf specification. Each triple consists of three elements: subject, predicate, and object, which are rdf terms: iri, blank node, or literal. A literal might have a datatype or language.
These terms can be generated based on fractions from the raw data, constant values, or a combination of the two. The data can be annotated by classes, properties, and datatypes from different ontologies.
Furthermore, a notation has to be cognitively effective. In the case of mapping rules this includes the understanding of the different components of the mapping process and their relationships: multiple heterogeneous raw data sources, ontologies, mapping rules, and the generated Linked Data. Therefore, a cognitive effective notation needs to support rules that define how to generate R1.1 a rdf term: iri, blank node, and literal; R1.2 a triple's subject (iri/blank node), predicate (iri), and object (iri/blank node/literal).
More, a notation should support references to In Linked Data visualizations similar requirements were fulfilled in order to depict the rdf's data model, together with the used ontologies. However, they did not include the need to visualize the relationships with the raw data.
MapVOWL
We introduce mapvowl, a user-oriented visual notation for mapping rules which defines how Linked Data is generated from raw data. mapvowl builds on top of vowl's graphical elements [40] . Relying on mapvowl's unified graphical elements, the mapping rules can be created and edited entirely using visual representations, while the mapping rules in the underlying mapping language's syntax are generated by the mapping editor without user intervention. This way, mapvowl hides the underlying mapping language, as queryvowl hides the query language.
Overall, mapvowl aims to make mapping rules creation and editing for generating Linked Data more accessible to Linked Data experts, even more for those who already know vowl or queryvowl. A comprehensive and uniform visual representation would be beneficial and would have great impact particularly on users with knowledge about the underlying mapping language, as it occurs in the case of ontology visualizations [21] .
The mapvowl specification can be found at http://rml.io/mapvowl. Moreover, we applied mapvowl to the RMLEditor. You may access a demo instance of the RMLEditor with mapvowl implemented at http://rml.io/jws-demo. Moreover, you may find a screencast explaining the graph elements of mapvowl as adopted in the RMLEditor at http://rml.io/jws-screencast.
In Section 5.2.1, we present the graphical primitives. In Section 5.2.2, we discuss the color scheme. In Section 5.2.3, we elaborate on the visual elements. In Section 5.2.4, we discuss how mapvowl improves the cognitive effectiveness.
A user study between mapvowl and rml compares the use of the visual notation to present mapping rules to the use of a mapping language directly (see Section 7.1), while a user study between the RMLEditor implementing mapvowl and the RMLx Visual Editor compares the use of a graphbased gui to a form-based gui to create mapping rules (see Section 7.2).
Graphical Primitives
mapvowl provides a small set of unambiguous graphical primitives based on vowl, as shown in Table 1 . It is designed to be modular and, thus, it distinguishes the primary elements that are crucial for the Linked Data generation, such as the rdf terms to be generated, from elements which provide supplementary details, such as their (data)types. Referents and literals are depicted as nodes of the mapping rule graph visualization, whereas the relationships between them form the graph's edges. This choice is made because the shape plays a special role in discriminating between symbols as it represents the primary basis on which we identify objects in the real world; the shape is the primary visual variable for distinguishing between different constructs.
Shape. In the case of vowl, the shape is the graphical primitive used to distinguish the classes from datatypes which are the two fundamental constructs of ontologies. Following the same principle, in the case of mapping visualizations, the type of the rdf term which will be generated is the most fundamental construct. Thus, deviation in the node's shape determines whether a referent (iri or blank node) or a literal will be generated.
In the case of mapping visualizations, the constructs which can have a class assigned to them are depicted as circles (R1.1), whereas the rest has a rectangular shape (R1.1). This follows vowl where classes are depicted as circles and datatypes as rectangles. For the classes, there is no restriction on which ontologies to use (R1.6). Constructs that are not meant to represent an entity, but are an attribute of an entity are depicted as rectangles, similarly to datatypes in vowl and might be assigned a datatype or have the default.
Edge. mapvowl considers directed edges whose label is defined in a rectangle to associate referents with each other or with literals. mapvowl uses edges as vowl does to represent the properties which will be generated or (re)used to associate the entities among each other or the entities with the attributes (R1.2). However, even though in vowl the property's label is detached from the edge, mapvowl incorporates the label in the edge using a rectangle. This way, we make it explicit that a property is another rdf term as a referent or a datatype valued node and it could be defined under the same conditions as the rest of them. Namely, we do not distinguish generation of a property from the other rdf terms. Last, a property's direction is indicated by an arrowhead, as it is for vowl too. This states the property's subject and object (R1.2).
Text. While nodes and edges depict mapping rules, text is used to provide additional information about these rules. Text is added to a circle to denote (i) its class, and (ii) how the iris are formed, either template-valued or constant-valued (see Section 2; R1.3, R1.4, and R1.5), and to a rectangle to denote (i) the datatype or language tag (R1.1), and (ii) how the literal values are formed, either template-valued or constant-valued (R1.3, R1.4, and R1.5). For the datatype there is no restriction on which ontologies to use (R1.6). When a language is specified, the language tag is preceded with "@" and the datatype is automatically set to rdf:langString [13] Border. As borders can convey meaning, they are considered as a distinct graphical primitive used to represent a certain notion. A border is only present when an entity is a blank node and then it is dashed, following vowl's choice for using dashed borders and properties' lines for special classes and properties. In the case of vowl, dashed circles are used when circles represent owl:Thing and, thus, they do not carry relevant domain information. Similarly, blank nodes might be generated and annotated; however, they differ from typical entities, as the ones related to blank nodes do not receive iris.
Size. Similarly to vowl, mapvowl also recommends to vary the node size if possible and desired, without determining the scaling method though. vowl associates the node size with the number of individuals which are members of a class. However, this is not possible in the case of mapping rule visualizations as the individuals are not generated yet.
Although, this number may be estimated by analyzing the data source for the specified data fraction(s) from which the individuals are generated in the end. If the analysis is not possible or desired, all nodes should have the same predefined size.
Color Scheme
Color. A color scheme is employed to interrelate data sources and mapping rules. In contrast to vowl where the color indicates different types of classes, in mapvowl the color depends on the data source the term is (partially) derived from. If the color of a node is grey, it is not associated to any data source (yet). A color scheme is recommended by mapvowl, but any other color scheme may be considered. Alternatively, a schema that relies on texture usage instead of different colors may be considered to support color-blinded people if needed.
Brightness. In addition to color schema, the brightness level is employed to make the visualization more comprehensive. Changes on the brightness level occurs when a user interacts with the graph.
To be more precise, the brightness is higher when a graph element is not selected and darker once the element is selected by the user.
Visual Elements
mapvowl defines visual elements for mapping rules. These elements are based on the aforementioned graphical primitives and color scheme. Figure 1 shows examples of these elements.
Mapping rules can be created to generate referents, i.e., they will be represented by an iri or a blank node which can be annotated with a class to determine its type. For instance, in the examples, referents are generated for employees and their addresses (see Figure 1a) . For each employee a iri is generated, using a template, and for each address a blank node, thus its node remains gray as its definition does not depend on any data source. Their classes are foaf:Person and vivo:Address.
Mapping rules can be created to generate literals, i.e., they are represented with the default datatype or a user-specified datatype. For instance, in our example, literals are generated for the names of projects. It has the default datatype xsd:string. The start date of a project has the user-specified datatype xsd:date (Figure 1b) . When a literal value is a string, users can denote the value's language. For instance, in our example, the city of an address is provided in English (Figure 1c ). Mapping rules can be created to generate properties, which can be represented by an iri only. In our example, properties are used to denote the relationship between employees and their corresponding literals, such as their phone number using the property foaf:phone (see Figure 1d) .
Nodes have different size based on the available data in the data source, unless the information is not available (either deliberately or ignored). In our example, all employees have a name; however, not all employees provided their phone number. This is reflected in the size of the nodes that represent these literals (see Figure 1e) .
The overall visualization is combined to a graph that represents the envisaged model for the Linked Data. The position of the graph elements is imposed by a force-directed graph layout algorithm. This means that the highly connected nodes are placed more together, which puts more focus on their relationships.
Conform to Physics of Notations
The notation also needs to be designed to be cognitively effective. To achieve this we rely on the design theory "Physics of Notations" by Moody [42] . The theory presents a set of principles to which a notation should adhere to be effective. The principles are semiotic clarity, perceptual discriminability, semantic transparency, complexity management, visual expressiveness, dual coding, graphic economy, coding fit, and cognitive integration. As a result the notation does not just only fulfill the requirements, but does this in an cognitive effective manner to improve the usability.
Semiotic Clarity. When specifying a visual notation it is important to consider the principle of semiotic clarity as it impacts the notation's effectiveness of addressing the problem it tries to solve [42] . Semiotic clarity is determined by the correspondence between the semantic constructs and the graphical notations. In the case of mapvowl, the nodes and edges of the graphs form the graphical notations, and the possible combinations of rdf terms, which the user can create to form the generated triples, are the semantic constructs (see Figure 2 ). The semiotic clarity is determined by the presence of four anomalies: (i) symbol redundancy, (ii) symbol overload, (iii) symbol excess, and (iv) symbol deficit. Symbol Redundancy When a semantic construct can be represented by multiple graphical notations, called symbol redundancy, it has two negative effects on the user. On one hand, users have difficulties deciding which notation to use. On the other hand, users need to remember multiple notations for a single construct.
In the case of mapvowl, a subject, which might be an iri or a blank node, is represented by a circle from which an arrow starts. An iri is different from a blank node, because no border is used, while a dashed border is used for a blank node, i.e., two distinct notations for subject. A predicate, which is always an iri, is represented by an arrow with a rectangle. When an object is an iri or a blank node, it is represented by a circle where an arrow ends, which distincts it from a subject. When an object is a literal, a rectangle is used. The use of a datatype or language is differently visualized: the datatype is added at the bottom of the rectangle, and the language is added at the bottom of the rectangle preceded with "@".
The class of an entity can be represented with two different notations: (i) a circle with the class at the bottom, as datatype is for literals, and (ii) a circle with an arrow and rectangle to another circle with the class. The former occurs in most cases, when the class is constant. To support rare cases where the class might depend on raw data values, the longer notation can be used, without excluding the support for a constant value. This might be a small symbol redundancy, nevertheless, it leads to a shorter notation in most cases.
Symbol Overload When a single graphical notation can represent multiple semantic constructs, called symbol overload, it leads to ambiguity and potential misinterpretation. In the case of mapvowl, no symbol overload is observed. Each graphical notation aligns with a single semantic construct, as can be observed in Figure 2 where only a single arrow arrives for each graphical notation on the right. In detail:
Subject. A (dashed) circle from which an arrow starts aligns with a subject, corresponding with either an iri or blank node.
Predicate. A rectangle with an arrow through it aligns with a predicate.
Object. A (dashed) circle where an arrow arrives aligns with an object, corresponding with either an iri or blank node; a rectangle without text at the bottom with a literal without datatype or language; a rectangle with text about the datatype with a literal with a datatype; a rectangle with text preceded with "@" with a literal with a language.
Class. A circle with text at the bottom aligns with an iri as subject, rdf:type as predicate, and a class as object. If this circle has a dashed border, then it aligns with a blank node as subject instead of iri. A circle with an arrow and rectangle to a circle with text in the center aligns with an iri as subject, rdf:type as predicate and a class as object. If this notation has dashed border for the first circle, then it aligns with a blank node as subject instead of iri.
Symbol Excess When a graphical notation is used that does not represent a semantic construct, called symbol excess, it clutters the visualization and increase the complexity of the visualization. Both have a negative impact on the understanding by users. In the case of mapvowl, no symbol excess is present as for each graphical notation there is a corresponding semantic construct, as explained for symbol overload (at least one arrow arrives for each graphical notation one the right in Figure 2 ).
Symbol Deficit As opposed to the aforementioned anomalies, symbol deficit is desired to limit the diagrammatic complexity. Symbol deficit occurs if not all semantic constructs are represented by a corresponding graphical notation. The deficit is desired when representing all semantic constructs would reduce, instead of improve, the notation's cognitive effectiveness. In the case of mapvowl, no symbol deficit was introduced as the graphical notations required to represent all constructs do not lead to a complex notation (Figure 2 ).
Perceptual Discriminability. Perceptual discriminability is the ease and accuracy with which graphical notations can be differentiated from each other [42] . For mapping rules, it is important to perceive the difference between (i) the components of a triple (subject, predicate, and object), and (ii) the rdf terms (iri, blank node, and literal). The former is done by using directed graphs, thus, an edge has an explicit direction, where the start is the subject and the end is the object. The latter is done by using a circle without a border for an iri, and a circle with a dashed border for a blank node, regardless of whether they are subject or object. A rectangle is used on the edge between two nodes to represent the iri, which is the only option for a predicate. A rectangle is also used for literals, but it is distinct since it can only be at the end position of the edge as it can only be the object of a triple.
Semantic Transparency. Semantic transparency is defined as the extent to which the meaning of a notation can be inferred from its appearance [42] . When Linked Data is presented using rdf, rdf graphs represent the model of the data. By using graph-based visualizations for mapping rules, users already see the model that will be used for the generated rdf triples, which form an rdf graph. Nodes in the mapping graphs that are the start/end of an edge will result in subjects/objects of triples in the rdf graph. The edges of the graphs will result in the predicates of the triples in the rdf graph.
Complexity Management. Complexity management refers to the ability of a visual notation to represent information without overloading the human mind [42] . Graph-based visualizations can be difficult to understand by users when they become too large. Therefore, when the application that implements the visual notation for mapping rules fails to address it, it might overload its users.
Visual Expressiveness. Visual expressiveness is defined as the number of visual variables used in a notation [42] . The number is proportional to the understanding of a notation, as it exploits multiple visual communication channels and maximizes computational offloading. In total, there are eight visual variables: horizontal position, vertical position, size, brightness, color, texture, shape and orientation (see Table 2 ). Each variable has a power and capacity. The power denotes which type of information can be used: interval, ordinal, or nominal. The capacity denotes how many perceptible steps are needed to understand the variable. mapvowl uses five out of the eight visual variables, as it uses size, brightness, color, texture, and shape (see Section 5.2.1). They are used in accordance to their power and capacity. Size denotes how often a data fraction is used in a data sources, ranging from 0% to 100% (interval), with steps of 10% resulting in 10 perceptible steps (< 20 (capacity in Table 2) ). Brightness denotes which graph elements is selected, which is either true or false (ordinal, < 6). Color denotes the different data sources (nominal), and in most cases the number of data sources is limited to less than 5 (< 7). The texture is an alternative to denote a data sources (nominal, < 5). Shape denotes the limited graph elements, and corresponding mapping rules (nominal, unlimited). Even though users are able to adjust the horizontal and vertical position, and orientation, which might improve their understanding, it does not carry a specific meaning in mapvowl, because mapvowl does not have a symbol deficit that would benefit from using these variables.
Dual Coding. According to dual coding theory [48] , using text and graphics together to convey information is more effective than using either on their own. mapvowl does not specify the use of dual coding. However, in the RMLEditor it is used. Information about the used data source for an rdf term is available through the color of the nodes and edges (graphics), and when clicking on the details icon (text). Other details about the mapping rules are only available as either text or graphics, because they do not have a corresponding graphical notation or because that would introduce the use of (mapping language) terminology while mapvowl's goal is to avoid that (see Section 5.2).
Graphic Economy. Graphic complexity is defined by the number of graphical notations: the size of its visual vocabulary [42] . The principle of graphic economy states that this number should be cognitively manageable. In the case of mapvowl, the number is low. There are six different graphical primitives (see Section 5.2.1).
Cognitive Fit. Cognitive fit means a visual notation should include different representations to support users with skills ranging from novice to expert, and the representational medium, such as whiteboards, paper and computer screens [42] , which is influenced by the perceptual discriminability, semantic transparency, and visual expressiveness.
The creation of mapvowl has as main goal to support users who have knowledge about Linked Data and the data domain. Therefore, a different representation for others is not defined. mapvowl is designed to be displayed on a screen. However, the perceptual discriminability is high enough as mapvowl relies on differently shaped graphic notation, i.e., circles, rectangles, and lines. The semantic transparency is high enough as mapvowl uses basic geometric shapes. The visual expressiveness might not be high enough though. For example, mapvowl only uses colors to denote the different data sources. However, on paper easy-to-draw symbols can be used to compensate this.
RMLEditor
The RMLEditor is a graph-based visualization tool for mapping rules that define how Linked Data is generated from multiple heterogeneous data sources [31] . It allows users to load raw data sources, create and edit mapping rules, and preview the resulting rdf triples. Its main goal is to allow users who have domain and Linked Data knowledge, but no knowledge about the mapping language, to create mapping rules (see Figure 3) .
In this section, we discuss the gui requirements for the creation of Linked Data mappings (see Section 6.1), the extended RMLEditor's architecture (see Section 6.2), the gui's design and features (see Section 6.3), and how the mapping rules are executed (see Section 6.4).
Requirements
In previous work [29] , we introduced a list of desired gui features for the creation of mappings. R2.1: independent of the underlying mapping language. The visualization of mapping rules should be independent of the underlying language to execute the rules. This is to remove dependencies on the language and to support the editor to switch the underlying mapping language for one that might better suit the use case at hand. R2.5: support multiple alternative modeling approaches. When users create rules they can follow different modeling approaches [30] . The used approach will be dependent on the user's preference and use case at hand. The gui should enable using different approaches to support users and use cases. R2.6: support non-linear workflows. During the creation of mapping rules different factors are involved, including data, ontologies, vocabularies, mapping rules, and resulting Linked Data. When these factors are presented to the user in isolation, as done with non-linear workflows, the relationships betweens these factors are obscured. Thus, the gui should support non-linear workflows to enable users to keep an overview of the different factors. R2.7: independent of mapping execution. The mapping rules definition and execution are different aspects. An editor and its gui should not restrict the execution to a specific library or tool. This improves the rules' interoperability and reusability.
Architecture
The RMLEditor's high-level architecture is based on the multilayered architecture pattern [51] . This allows to separate the presentation of the mapping components, the logic of the mapping process and the access to data and external apis, using the presentation, application, and data access layer, respectively. The latter only communicates with the application layer. Communication between the presentation and data access layer is not possible, as the architecture prohibits communication between layers not directly under or above each other.
The presentation layer consists of several panels with which users interact. The application layer consists of the modules to process the interactions triggered through the panels. The data access layer handles the requests that require data or mapping rules from outside the RMLEditor. rml [20] is the underlying mapping language of the RMLEditor, because rml supports mapping rules with data from multiple heterogeneous data sources.
The communication with the application layer is facilitated by the command pattern [47] and the flux pattern [7] . The flux pattern replaced the Model-View-Controller (mvc) pattern [47] that was used in the initial version of the RMLEditor. The mvc pattern causes problems in both performance and development, because of the bidirectional communication, where one change can loop back and have cascading effects across the codebase [7] . The flux pattern dictates an unidirectional flow. This flow is stricter than the flow in mvc, because it does not allow to start new flows when another flow is still being executed. For the presentation layer, the Webix JavaScript library 12 is used to build the gui and the d3.js library [8] to build the graphs.
The graph-based visualizations are encoded using an XML document, based on Graph Markup Language (graphml) [9] with custom extensions, to represent them independently of the underlying mapping language. This allows users to export the graphs, besides the mapping rules, in an application-independent format. Additionally, the 12 http://webix.com/ graphs' graphml representation is used to generate the corresponding rml statements (see Figure 3a) . When users want to load mapping rules into the RMLEditor, they can load (i) a graphml document, or (ii) an rml mapping document which is converted to graphml and loaded (Figure 3c ). The corresponding graphs are shown in the gui.
Data transformation descriptions are also encoded in the graphml representation and thus they are also present in the resulting rml document which is enriched in this case with descriptions based on the Function Ontology for the data transformations [18, 17] . When an rml document is being processed by the extended RMLProcessor server-side, the raw data values are extracted by the RMLProcessor, and data transformations are handled by passing the raw data values and the function which is desired to be applied to the raw data values to the Function Processor.
Graphical User Interface
In this section, we discuss the RMLEditor's gui and its interaction elements to manipulate the graph-based visualizations.
Panels
The gui consists of three views: Input Panel, Modeling Panel and Results Panel (Figures 3, and  4 ) [31] . They are aligned next to each other, but when users want to focus on a specific panel, they can hide the Input or Results Panel.
The Input Panel shows the data sources (the left panel in Figure 4 ). Multiple data sources can be loaded and they can be in different data formats, such as csv, json, and xml. Each data source is assigned with a unique color to be used in the graphs. In the previous version of the RMLEditor, this panel only shows the raw data, thus, providing a different representation for each data format.
The different representations for each format were circumvented. Now, the Input Panel is divided into two subpanels. The top panel displays the data sources structure. This makes it independent of the data format. The structure can be manipulated if data values need to be transformed. The bottom panel shows the raw data of the source. This allows users to view both the structure and data values.
The Modeling Panel shows the mapping rules using mapvowl (the middle panel in Figure 4 ). The color of each node and edge depends on the data source that is used in a specific mapping rule, Figure 4 : Overview of the RMLEditor if any. It offers the means to manipulate the nodes and edges of the graphs to update the mapping rules. Semantic annotations can be added using multiple ontologies, which can be either defined locally or online. Linked Open Vocabularies [61] can be consulted via the gui to get suggestions on which classes, properties and datatypes to use. It is possible to use prefixes instead of using a full iri. These prefixes can be customized and defined for both local and online ontologies. Users can consult http://prefix.cc to search for well-known prefixes and their namespaces.
In the previous version of the RMLEditor, scalability was only addressed using geometric zooming [28] , but interactive filtering [55] was introduced to address usability issues with large graphs (more details are available at Section 6.5). Geometric zooming and interactive filtering are two established methods to address large graphs.
The Results Panel shows the resulting rdf triples when mapping rules created in the Modeling Panel are executed on the data in the Input Panel (right panel in Figure 4 ). For each rdf triple, it shows the subject, predicate, and object.
Furthermore, the use of the three panels allows to follow different mapping generation approaches [30, 31] . The data-driven approach uses the input data sources as the basis to construct the mapping rules. Classes, properties, and datatypes of the schemas are then assigned to the mapping rules. When users start with the ontologies to generate the mapping rules, the schema-driven approach is followed. Next, data fractions from the data sources can be associated to the mapping rules.
The RMLEditor implements the aforementioned requirements for a gui for Linked Data mappings. The visualization of the mapping rules is independent of the underlying mapping language through the use of mapvowl in the Modeling Panel (R2.1). Multiple, heterogeneous data sources are supported via the Input Panel (R2.2 and R2.3). Multiple ontologies are supported via the Modeling Panel (R2.4). The collaboration between the three panels supports multiple alternative modeling approaches (R2.5) and non-linear workflows (R2.6). The independence of mapping execution is implemented because the mapping rules can be exported as both graphml and mapping documents (R2.7). 
. Interaction
Besides visually understanding the mapping rules, users should also be able to interact with the graphs, which results in updating the corresponding rules. queryvowl provides this functionality for queries, but its approach can also be applied to mapping rules. Therefore, similar to queryvowl, the RMLEditor uses a set of interaction elements (see Table 3 ): icons placed on the border of a node or edge (see Figure 5 ). They correspond with five actions: edit details of a mapping rule, create relationship, delete node/edge, and collapse/expand graph. The different icons were chosen to be simple, but concrete and distinctive to increase the user performance [41] . Every action has a distinctive icon, with exception for collapse and expand graph, but they are never shown at the same time.
These icons are only shown when users hover over the node or edge to reduce the visual overload.
Mapping Execution
Once the mapping rules are created, they can be executed by the RMLProcessor to generate Linked Data. This might happen also via the RMLEditor. We developed a Web api, using Node.js 13 , to separate this functionality from the RMLEditor (see Figure 3 ). This makes it also easy to switch between different tools that execute mapping rules that support multiple, heterogeneous data sources.
The api offers three functions: (i) executing a mapping document on a set of data sources (see Figures 3b and 3b') ; (ii) converting a graphmlbased document to rml to execute the mapping rules using the RMLProcessor (see Figure 3a) , and (iii) converting rml statements to a graphml-based document to visualize the loaded mapping rules (see 13 https://nodejs.org Figure 3c ). Another mapping language and corresponding processor can be used, only leading to adjustments to the RMLEditor's code that converts the visualization to mapping language statements, while no adjustments to the gui are required.
Manipulation of Large Graphs
When applying graph-based visualizations, large graphs are inevitable. Users have difficulties editing and keeping an overview of the mapping rules when large-scale graphs are not addressed. Geometric zooming [28] and interactive filtering [55] are two established methods to address large graphs. The former provides enlargement of the graphs. The zoom level can be set through, e.g., scrolling, buttons, or keyboard shortcuts. The latter allows users to filter out the relevant elements of the graphs.
vowl does not specify any methods on how to deal with large graphs. However, WebVOWL, which implements vowl, applies both aforementioned methods.
Geometric zooming is done through scrolling. Interactive filtering is applied through a filter feature which gives users access to four options that hide specific information or graphical notations and reduce the size of the graph: hide datatype properties, solitary subclasses, information about disjointness, and set operators.
Similar to vowl, geometric zooming and interactive filtering is not specified by mapvowl. Geometric zooming is implemented in the RMLEditor via scrolling, as in WebVOWL. Interactive filtering is implemented via the use of detail levels. Interactive filtering requires to define which filters can be applied on the graphs. Instead of letting the users select the filters, as WebVOWL does, we opted to group a set of appropriate filter together in a socalled detail level. The detail levels are arranged from highest to lowest, where each level applies one or more additional filters to the higher level. Highest Level. The highest level shows all visual elements of mapvowl. This level is used when users want to inspect and edit all details of the mapping rules, and when the general overview of the mapping rules is less important (see Figure 6 ). High Level. The high level hides the literals' datatypes and languages (see Figure 7) . This level focuses more on how different graph elements are related to each other, hiding the specifics, which might be the most redundant for the users. Figure 8 ). This puts more focus on which subjects and objects are related to each other, instead of how, i.e., only the relationship, without a specific predicate. Furthermore, the graphs become less dense, leading to a better overview of the mappings rules. Low Level. The low level hides the literals (see Figure 9) . This puts more focus on how the different entities are related, and more specific how the different data sources are connected. Furthermore, the graphs become less dense, leading to a better overview of the mappings rules. Lowest Level. The lowest level hides the blank nodes (see Figure 10 ). This only shows entities that have an iri assigned, which allows the users to deal only with entities of the different data sources and how they are directly related, to improve their understanding of the links between the data.
More, when users are at a certain detail level, they might want to show or hide details of a specific subgraph, without the desire to change the overall level. In the RMLEditor, this is accomplished using the collapse and expand actions (see Section 6.3.2).
When a mapping document is loaded in the RMLEditor an appropriate detail level is selected based on the graphs size, i.e., the amount of nodes is higher than a specific threshold, to provide users with the mapping rules overview. If the level is too high for the size of the graph, users lose the overview of the mapping rules, which makes it difficult to navigate to the part of the graph which is desired to be edited.
Heterogeneous Data Values Manipulation
Data sources might have heterogeneous data formats. Thus, user interfaces for mapping rules need to support multiple data formats. Moreover, presenting both the data structure and the data values allows users to gain insights in both the data model, and corresponding data. Transforming one or more data fractions when generating Linked Data might also be required. For example, if a data source has a data fraction that contains a date in the format "DD/MM/YYYY". A transformation is needed to convert it to "YYYY-MM-DD" when the datatype xsd:date is used for the corresponding literal.
In the RMLEditor, the support for manipulating heterogeneous data values and data sources is facilitated by the Input Panel (see Figure 4) . It features both the structure of the data, and the raw data. The structure includes data fractions that users may use to generate the desired Linked Data and can be updated to reflect also the required data transformations. This shows that the transformed data values can be used as any other data value.
Evaluation
We conducted two comparative studies to validate our two hypotheses (see Section 4): one study compares the representation of mapping rules via mapvowl and via rml directly, and another study compares the creation of mapping rules via the RMLEditor and the RMLx Visual Editor.
MapVOWL vs. RML
With this study, we aim to validate H1. We compared what knowledge users are able to extract from both a set of mapping rules that are represented via mapvowl or rml directly. This knowledge aligns directly with the six requirements for a visual notation (see Section 5.1). Furthermore, we evaluated which representation they prefer. In Section 7.1.1, we discuss the method, namely the procedure and participants. In Section 7.1.2, we discuss the results, which can also be found at https://w3id.org/mapvowl/eval17/results, and, in Section 7.1.3, the corresponding derived insights.
Method
Procedure. Participants with rml knowledge were directly contacted by the author. Those who agreed to partake in the test had to read an introduction to mapvowl 14 and complete an online questionnaire. The introduction explains the different elements of mapvowl through the use of an example which was provided to assure that participants have a basic understanding of mapvowl, too. The participants completed an online questionnaire, which can be found at https://w3id.org/mapvowl/eval17/ survey. The questionnaire consists of three main building blocks (see Table 4 ):
(i) The first block questioned the participants' main sociodemographic traits, such as year of birth, gender, level of education, and employment status. Then, it measured the participants' Linked Data expertise through a self-assessment and a study of their familiarity with the topic and tools.
(ii) The second and essential block provides a test with eleven questions about mapping rules that were presented as a mapvowl visualization to access the understanding of the mapvowl elements and ten questions about four test cases to compare a mapvowl representation with an rml representation. Three of the use cases are real-world examples and one is artificially created for the study.
Half of the participants answered the questions of the first two use cases via the mapvowl representation and the last two via rml. The other half of the participants answered the questions of the first two use cases via the rml representation and the last two via mapvowl. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two aforementioned groups.
(iii) The post-assessment consists of three questions and gathers information about the participants' preference regarding the use of mapvowl versus rml to answer the questions, and whether they want to use mapvowl to also edit mapping rules, besides only to visualize them.
Participants. The online questionnaire was sent out to potential participants in August 2017. Nine participants have eventually taken part in the experiment, their age range was 20 to 38. All were highly educated: three of the contributors had a PhD, four a master's degree and two a bachelor's degree. They were highly familiar with Linked Data as well: 6 of the participants claimed they already generated Linked Data and only one declared to have merely a basic understanding of Linked Data (see Figure 11 ).
Results
Mapping Rules. When answering the eleven questions about the elements of mapvowl, four questions are answered correctly by all participants: determining the number of literals per entity and relationships, the used ontology and language. Two questions are answered correctly by 8 participants: detecting entities without a class and determining how iris are generated. Two questions are answered correctly by 7 participants: detecting the number of literals and their datatypes. Two questions are answered correctly by 6 participants: determining the number of distinct data sources and the number of entities that are not associated with Table 5 .
Regarding the questions about the use cases, the number of correctly answered questions is slightly higher for rml than mapvowl (140 correct answers vs. 135), as summarized in Table 6 . Questions regarding the types of entities, number of literals, and relationships between entities are answered more often correctly via mapvowl than rml (61 correct answers vs. 51). Questions regarding the number of (unlinked) data sources and the language of literals are answered more often correctly via rml than mapvowl (65 correct answers vs. 50). Questions regarding the use of templates and datatypes are answered correctly as often via mapvowl as via rml (24 correct answers).
Post-Assessment. 7 participants preferred the application of the mapvowl notation for viewing the presented cases. 1 participant preferred using rml directly over mapvowl and 1 was neutral (see Figure 12) . Similarly, when they were asked which they prefer to use for editing mapping rules, 7 partici- pants agreed that they prefer mapvowl, 1 slightly disagreed and 1 remained neutral (see Figure 13 ).
Insights
The answers to mapvowl-specific questions provide evidence that the visual notation is cognitive effective. When comparing the answers of questions that are both answered using mapvowl and rml, it provides evidence that both options are possible candidates to represent mapping rules. However, the post-assessment shows that users prefer MapVOWL over rml to visualize mapping rules, even though rml results in a slightly higher number of correct answers.
RMLEditor vs. RMLx Visual Editor
With this study, we aim to validate H2 by comparing the use of the RMLEditor and RMLx Visual Editor to edit mapping rules. Specifically, the visualization of the mapping process components with special attention to the rules is studied. The RMLx Visual Editor was chosen, as it allows to annotate multiple, heterogeneous data sources and values. More, it also uses graph visualizations to represent the mapping rules; however a form-based approach is used to edit the rules. . Potential participants from imec and Ghent University were approached. Those agreeing to contribute to the user evaluations then had to read an introduction 17 to the rml and the RMLx Visual Editor and work through the different steps of the study together with one of the authors. More details about the experimental setting of the latter can be found at https://w3id.org/rml/editor/eval17/ setting. The introduction explains the different elements of both tools. For the RMLEditor, it also includes the introduction to mapvowl, because it implements mapvowl. The user study is divided into four steps (see Table 7 ):
(i) The participants are presented with questions about their socio-demographics and Linked Data expertise, identical to ones asked to participants of the mapvowl vs. rml study (Section 7.1).
(ii) Two use cases are presented to the users for which mapping rules need to be created. The first use case deals with data about employees and the projects they are working on. Both data sources are provided as a csv file. This use case is datadriven: every data fraction should be represented in the resulting Linked Data. The second use case deals with data about movies and their directors.
The movie data source is provided as a csv file and the director data as a json file. This use case is schema-driven: based on a given set of classes, properties, and datatypes Linked Data needs to be generated using the provided raw data.
Half of the participants completed the first use case with the RMLEditor and the second use case with the RMLx Visual Editor. The other half completed the first use case with the RMLx Visual Editor and the second use case with the RMLEditor. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two groups. The outcomes were assessed based on the generated Linked Data correctness and the experience with each tool was recorded.
(iii) An additional test was completed for the RMLEditor. Here, the participant got presented with an online survey, containing specific questions regarding the heterogeneous data sources and values, and large graphs. During the second and third step of the user study, each participant was supervised by one of the authors making use of the thinkaloud protocol. Widely used by usability professionals, think-aloud originated out of the incapability to know what users think when completing tasks [46] . In the concurrent think-aloud process as implemented in the current usability study, users are probed to specify their thoughts and actions as they occur. This allows the attending author to discern when and why a participant faces difficulties.
(iv) After each use case, a post-assessment gathers information about the participants' experience with the used tool. Included are questions about the perceived difficulty of the tasks and confidence in a successful completion. A central part of the post-assessment is assigned to the System Usability Scale (sus) [10] , a procedure to quickly collect users' usability ratings of a technology. Benefits of applying sus are its conciseness, its transferability over several technologies, and applicability with small sample sizes [1, 59] . As proposed by Bangor et al. [1] , an adjective rating using a 7-point Likert scale, which assesses the tools user-friendliness from worst imaginable to best imaginable, was also added to the questionnaire. It should be sharply noted though that the outcome of the adjective rating and the system usability scale should be supported by observations by the attending supervisor.
Participants. The participants of our study were people from imec and Ghent University, that were contacted directly by the authors. This ensured that they had a sufficient level of Linked Data ex- pertise, required for a meaningful participation in the user study. A total of 10 participants, age range 27 to 39, were recruited. Their level of education was high: they all hold a master's degree, have conducted advanced graduate work, or hold a PhD. 8 participants assessed themselves as having at least a proficient level of Linked Data expertise, 1 considered himself to be a novice and 1 observed his Linked Data expertise as emerging (see Figure 14) . They all had heard of the RMLEditor before, 2 participants had used it; whereas 6 participants had taken notice of the RMLx Visual Editor before.
Results
Mapping Rules. An analysis of the created mapping rules by the participants, which can be found at https://w3id.org/rml/editor/eval17/ results/mappings, revealed several aspects that can be circumvented by updating the gui of the tools. For the first use case 91% of the expected mapping rules were present when using the RMLEditor. In the case of the RMLx Visual Editor, it was only 83%. The same is observed for the second use case with 98% for the RMLEditor and 82% for the RMLx Visual Editor (see Table 8 ).
In more details, the iterator was forgotten by 3 participants using the RMLx Visual Editor, but this was not an issue with the RMLEditor. The use of constants, reference, and templates was incorrect for 2 participants using the RMLx Visual Editor, but this was not an issue with the RMLEditor.
All participants added the data transformation with both tools, but 4 participants forgot to use the output of the transformation as an object using the RMLx Visual Editor, while only 2 using the RMLEditor. This lead to triples that did not contained the transformed data value, but the original value. When interlinking datasets, all but one participant created the required mapping rule using the RMLx Visual Editor. Using the RMLEditor, all participants created the mapping rule, but 3 participants did not provide the required join condition which interlinks entities that are not related. This was not an issue using the RMLx Visual Editor.
Furthermore, we pay special attention to new features of the RMLEditor introduced in this work. Users are able to distinguish the different data sources, but when they have to count the total number of data sources that are loaded 4 participants forget to count the currently selected data source. 9 participants were able to correctly determine how many data transformations are applied when presented with a new set of mapping rules. They were also able and perceived it as easy to determine which data transformation and data fractions are used. When users create and edit mapping rules that link entities in large graph visualizations, 7 of them use the lower detail levels. When users create and edit mapping rules that generate literals the preferred detail levels varies from the highest (2 participants) to the lowest level (1 participant), and 2 participants even stated no preference.
Post-Assessment. The first part of the postassessment questioned the participants with regard to the difficulty of performing the use case with the tools and their confidence in a successful completion of the tasks. The results of the post-assessment can be found at https://w3id.org/rml/editor/ eval17/results/post. The difficulty of performing the use cases was rated on a 7-point likert scale from extremely difficult to extremely easy.
Regarding difficulty, 1 participant rated completing the tasks with the RMLEditor as "slightly difficult", all others assessed it as "neither easy nor difficult" or higher, with 3 participants valuating it at "extremely easy" (see Figure 15 ). For the RMLx Visual Editor, all participants except 1 consistently rated executing the tasks more difficult than with the RMLEditor. 5 participants scored it as "slightly difficult" and the other 3 as "moderately difficult". The confidence for having correctly executed the tasks was positively rated for both tools. 6 participants were more confident in performing the tasks with the RMLEditor, 1 rated both tools equal and 3 were more confident with the RMLx Visual Editor (see Figure 16) .
The second part of the post-assessment applied the sus and the accompanying user-friendliness rating proposed by Bangor et al. [1] . The userfriendliness of the RMLEditor was rated on a 7-point likert scale. 9 participants scored it as excellent, the other 1 rated it as good. In contrast, the user-friendliness of the RMLx Visual Editor was valuated as "good" by 1 respondent, "ok" by 1 respondent, "poor" by 6 respondents and "awful" by the remaining 2 (see Figure 17) .
More, all except 1, who rated both as good, assessed the user-friendliness of the RMLEditor higher than that of the RMLx Visual Editor. The average obtained mean sus-score of the RMLEditor is 82.75, whereas for the RMLx Visual Editor, it is 42 (see Table 8 ). When translating these scores on the spectrum created by Bangor et al. [1] , the usability of the RMLEditor is identified as good, but that of the RMLx Visual Editor as poor. Two remarks: (i) a single metric should not be used to make absolute statements about a systems' usability [1] . The observations done by one of the authors and elaborated in the next paragraph give an enhanced understanding of the process of utilizing both tools; (ii) one of the authors was present during the user study, which could result in a moderator acceptance bias. This happens when participants want to gratify the present author.
Observations. During the study, participants were supervised by one of the authors. The results can be found at https://w3id.org/rml/editor/eval17/ results/obs. Participants could ask questions and receive feedback while using both tools. Although, users were provided with an introduction to both tools, which they could consult during the study, they still asked questions about how certain actions should be performed.
The participants referred to the introduction to find the required information. This happened for 8 participants when using the RMLEditor and for 9 participants when using the RMLx Visual Editor.
The RMLx Visual Editor does not allow to visualize the data sources. Therefore, every participant used text editors and spreadsheet tools to view the data sources. In the case of the RMLEditor only 1 participant first viewed the data sources externally before loading them in the RMLEditor.
Participants required additional information about the use of parameters to create a data transformation. This happened for 3 participants using the RMLx Visual Editor and 6 participants using the RMLEditor. The difference occurs because the default parameter was already set in the RMLx Visual Editor, whereas no default parameter is set for the RMLEditor. Nevertheless, still 3 participants have trouble understanding these parameters as shown via the RMLx Visual Editor.
5 participants required additional information about the use of a baseURI and how it is defined in the RMLEditor. Although it is perceived as useful, the participants indicated that a clearer presentation in the gui is required. The RMLx Visual Editor does not offer this functionality.
A common issue with both tools is the use of constants, references, and templates to generate subjects, predicates, and objects. 9 participants for both tools required additional information to understand how they work and when they should be used. Although the RMLEditor selects a default depending on the element in the graph, additional information was still required for the users to fully understand these three options.
8 participants required additional information to understand how to interlink entities originating from different data sources using the RMLx Visual Editor. "Parent mapping", "parent value", and "child value" were terms difficult to be understood, and participants had trouble understanding how they would affect the resulting Linked Data. This was not an issue during the use of the RMLEditor, because of the use of mapvowl.
2 participants required information to understand that an iterator for a csv file is not required when using the RMLx Visual Editor. This was not an issue using the RMLEditor, because an iterator cannot be set when using a csv file as data source, considering the iteration always happens per row.
3 participants required information about the use of the "output var"-field in the RMLx Visual Editor. This field represents the output of a data transformation and the string can be used in other mapping rules to use the output of a data transformation. This was not an issue using the RMLEditor, because data transformations are integrated in the original data fractions in the input panel.
Insights
The resulting mapping rules provide evidence that the use of the RMLEditor leads to a higher completeness of rules, and thus of Linked Data, compared to the RMLx Visual Editor. For both tools updates to the gui could improve this completeness, such as the inclusion of checks for the use of transformed values and iterators. The RMLEditor was rated as good and the RMLx Visual Editor as poor by the participants. This is in line with the completeness of the rules.
The observations during the user study made clear that specific terminology, such as baseURI, reference, and template, needs further clarification. This could be done, for example, through tool tips in the gui or by avoiding the use of the terminology. The observations provided evidence for the use of the RMLEditor over the RMLx Visual Editor when interlinking entities due to the use of the visual notation in the former and the use of forms and specific terminology in the latter, as explicitly mentioned by the participants.
Conclusion
Visual tools are implemented to help users in defining how to generate Linked Data from raw data. This is possible thanks to mapping languages which enable detaching mapping rules from the implementation that executes them. However, no thorough research has been conducted so far on how to visualize such mapping rules, especially if they become large and require considering multiple heterogeneous data sources and transformed data values. In this article we introduced mapvowl, a graph-based visual notation for mapping rules; and an approach for manipulating rules when large visualizations emerge; an approach to uniformly visualize data fractions of raw data sources combined with an interactive interface for uniform data fraction transformations. mapvowl and the two approaches were implemented in the RMLEditor to provide users with a uniform gui to create and edit mapping rules that is cognitive effective.
The results of the first study (Section 7.1) show that the use of mapvowl is preferred over rml for representing mapping rules. Answering questions about these rules leads to the same correctness (accuracy in cognitive effectiveness) by either using mapvowl or rml for users who understand rml. Nevertheless, most participants indicated that they preferred to use mapvowl as representation for mapping rules, and they would also use mapvowl to create and edit rules. This shows that mapvowl is easier to use than rml directly. Therefore, this study provides evidence towards the acceptance of H1 "mapvowl improves the cognitive effectiveness of the mapping rules graph-based visual representation to generate the Linked Data compared to using a mapping language directly."
The results of the second study (Section 7.2) show that the RMLEditor is preferred over the RMLx Visual Editor for creating and editing mapping rules. Participants were able to create a high percentage of the required mapping rules using both tools (high accuracy). The RMLEditor has a better usability compared to the RMLx Visual Editor, as shown through the sus-score (82.75 vs 42), making it easier for users to create and edit rules. This is due to the use of mapvowl, which is independent of the underlying mapping language, as pointed out by the participants. However, through the use of think-aloud, we conclude that updates to both guis would improve the mapping process, with specific focus on the creation of the mapping rules. The RMLx Visual Editor's form-based gui is strongly influenced by its underlying mapping language rml, which leads to issues for users that are unfamiliar with rml. These issues can only be resolved either by acquiring knowledge about rml or avoiding to rely on knowledge of rml, as done by the RMLEditor. Therefore, this study provides evidence towards the acceptance of H2 "The cognitive effectiveness provided by the RMLEditor's gui improves the user's performance during the Linked Data generation process -that is based on legacy non-rdf and (semi-)structured data sources -compared to the state of the art." mapvowl fills the important gap between uniform mapping rule visualizations and the different mapping editors. It allows multiple tools to incorporate the same visualization, which increases the accessibility for users across these tools. The different semantic constructs of the mapping rules align with the graphical notations of the graph-based visualization. This leads to an effective representation for users. Furthermore, it combines the different components of the mapping process, providing users with insights on the interrelation of these components. Users are able to define and deduct which data fractions of which data sources are used in which mapping rules, and deduct how the mapping rules correspond with the generated Linked Data.
Moreover, mapvowl and the RMLEditor overcome two issues of current mapping editors, namely, the uniform presentation of heterogeneous data sources and data transformations within Linked Data generation. Multiple data sources are supported and color is an appropriate method to de-note them. Distinguishing the data fractions that users rely on to generate Linked Data from the original raw data allows to create an abstraction layer. Such an abstraction layer not only enables to easily manipulate the data fractions but also incorporates data transformations uniformly for heterogeneous data sources. This allows users to handle transformed data values just as raw values.
Large graphs might result in a reduction of the graph-based visualizations' efficiency. However, the second study shows that detail levels are appropriate to compensate this for mapping rules. It is efficient for the users to change the detail levels based on the task at hand, and personal preference.
Overall, if users need to create and edit mapping rules, the RMLEditor is a valid choice through the use of the proposed mapvowl and the approaches to deal with large visualizations and heterogeneous data sources and values. Although, improvements to the gui are required, which will be addressed in future work, the gui's core elements have been proven to be effective via the two user studies.
